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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart
Cities: Towards a Holistic Framework
of Design

Henrika Pihlajaniemi and Aale Luusua

Abstract In this chapter, we will explore the phenomenon of playful and playable1

lighting in smart cities. We will describe and discuss participant experiences of play-2

ful and playable lighting based on the design and evaluation processes of four case3

studies. These studies, we argue, provide aspects of participation, communication4

and self-expression; experiences of the sense of place, meanings and beauty; and5

activities of play and physical exercise. We will look at these case studies, and the6

aspects of playfulness and playability, through the lens of both smart city literature7

and relevant theories, and the practical experiences from the processes, examining8

also the afterlife of the case studies. We reflect on the presented case studies and their9

experiential aspects, asking: How can playful and playable lighting be made viable10

in a city? Finally, we conclude by presenting a design framework which consolidates11

aspects that, we argue, should be acknowledged, considered and addressed in the12

design and decision-making processes of smart cities, neighbourhoods and urban13

places in order to create playful experiences of playable urban lighting in a viable14

way.15

Keywords Playable lighting · Playful lighting · Smart city · Adaptive lighting ·16

Interaction · Participation · Design framework17

1 Introduction18

The concept of urban lighting has been in a process of rapid progress during recent19

years. This phenomenon is closely related to the advancement and implementation20

of LED light sources, new lighting control technologies and the wider aspirations of21
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2 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

smart city development. In our research, we have been interested in exploring the22

change from static lighting to dynamic, adaptive, intelligent, interactive and partici-23

patory lighting, and how this influences urban inhabitants’ multifaceted experiences24

of light in urban spaces and their experiences of the urban environment in general25

[23, 33]. For example, are these new types of lighting changing the way various26

kinds of individuals experience and use the city and urban places, and what do we27

know about the city? In addition, a key question has been how the knowledge and28

understanding of users’ experiences can guide the design processes in order to create29

well-being in smart cities.30

Due to their practice and user oriented nature, the methods we have utilised in our31

nearly a decade’s worth of research into the subject have been very concrete: firstly32

designing and building pilot installations in real world settings, i.e. in different kinds33

of urban environments; secondly, researching various individuals’ experiences with34

qualitative and participatory methods; and finally, reflecting on the design outcome35

and design process and analyzing participant datawith grounded theory approach and36

through relevant theories.While our experience has gradually unfolded itself through37

these design explorations and participant studies, these new non-static lighting instal-38

lations in urban environments have opened up many aspects of playful behavior and39

features of playability we now reflect upon in this chapter more carefully. The overall40

aim in this chapter is to create a design framework for viable playful and playable41

lighting. This will be achieved through a twofold approach. Firstly, we will illus-42

trate through case studies experiential aspects which are related to use of playful43

and playable lighting in urban space. Secondly, the reflection of the projects, both at44

the time of completion and now looking back after some years, has revealed several45

critical issues and points of pain besides positive experiences. These critical aspects,46

many of which have been also raised in the literature of smart cities in a wider con-47

text, will be scrutinised and discussed in the chapter. The experiential aspects form a48

fruitful design potential, which with the understanding of the critical design aspects49

will aid designers and policy makers in integrating playful and playable lighting into50

future smart cities in a viable way.51

Playable lighting can be defined as a part of a playable city. Playable city, accord-52

ing to Nijholt [29], refers to a smart city, which opens its processes, infrastructure53

and data through applications of smart technologies to be modified by the citizens54

and used in user-based ways to improve the inhabitants’ daily lives in the city. These55

applications could be implemented in a playful and humorous way. Generally, we56

could define playable city or playful city as a city which generates well-being by57

supporting children’s and adults’ play and by allowing them to behave playfully in58

its places. Play can be considered to relate to six defining features: “spontaneity and59

intrinsic motivation, lack of practical goal or benefit, actions or thoughts in novel60

combinations, repetition of thoughts and actions, […] well-being” and behaving61

and thinking in a spontaneous and flexible manner (Nijholt [29], referring to Bate-62

son and Martin [1]). Continuing from the aforementioned, we could define ‘playful63

and playable lighting’ as lighting, which, firstly, supports play in cities and playful64

behaviour of people; secondly, behaves itself playfully; and/or thirdly, allows citi-65

zens to modify and use it themselves in a playful way. Additionally, applying the66
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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart Cities … 3

Fig. 1 Playful and playable lighting positioned in the conceptual framework of the lighting types
based on new lighting control technologies. Illustration adapted from Pihlajaniemi [33: 18]

definitions by Bateson and Martin [1], playful and playable lighting can support67

actions with spontaneity and intrinsic motivation and it induces actions which may68

lack practical goal or benefit. Furthermore, it can support novel combinations of69

actions and thoughts, actions relating to well-being, and spontaneous and flexible70

behaving and thinking.71

In order to understand the new concepts of lighting created by the emergence72

of control technologies, and how they relate to the playful and playable features of73

lighting, we employ here the categorisation presented in Pihlajaniemi [33: 18] and74

illustrate the concepts in Fig. 1 and in the following description.75

Traditionally, artificial lighting has been considered as a static element in noctur-76

nal urban environments: at the cessation of daylight, lights are turned on, and they77

continue to illuminate steadily through the night, and turned off at sunrise, respec-78

tively. With control technologies, dynamic changes are enabled in lighting. When79

these changes are related and responsive to reference data, lighting is considered to80

be adaptive. These adaptations may occur to many kinds of data, for example, to81

presence data or to an idealised model of dynamic changes of the light spectrum and82

intensity during a day. When these adaptations happen in real-time and are based on83

analysis of the data, adaptive lighting can be considered intelligent. Further, adap-84

tive and intelligent lighting is interactive, when there is explicit user interaction as85

part of the adaptation process. This can mean, for example, adjusting lighting with86

a mobile phone application to suit one’s needs. Additionally, when a user interacts87

with lighting and creates something meaningful, for example, artistic as an outcome,88
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4 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Fig. 2 Even static lighting
can sometimes have playful
expressions. The Figures
project by Sami Huuskonen
was designed for Helsinki
World Design Capital 2012
event. The movable,
humoristic lighting poles are
owned by the city of Helsinki
and they have adventured in
different locations around
the city. Photographer Ilpo
Aalto, published on courtesy
of Tehomet Oy

adaptive and interactive lighting is participatory. Now, continuing further, we add to89

this conceptualization the notions of playful and playable (Fig. 1). Even static light-90

ing can sometimes express playfulness, as the humoristic luminaire poles of Fig. 291

present. However, the dynamic and adaptive technologies widen the range of pos-92

sible expressions by introducing playful lighting behaviour into designers’ toolkits.93

These lighting behaviours can in themselves be playful, bringing enjoyment, visual94

interest and atmosphere into urban spaces through a dynamic play of light, shadow95

and colour. This playful lighting can exist without conscious interaction and partici-96

pation of urban inhabitants. It does not need any effort or input from users of public97

spaces but can still bring them pleasure or invite them to play or even dance in the98

streets (Fig. 3). However, playable lighting, we argue, as a form of interactive and99

participatory lighting, requires people and their playful interaction to exist (Fig. 4).100

In the following sections, wewill first, in Sect. 2, describe and discuss experiences101

of playful and playable lighting based on the design and/or evaluation processes of102

four case studies. These cover aspects of participation, communication and self-103

expression; experiences of the sense of place, meanings and beauty; and activities of104

play and physical exercise. In Sect. 3, we will look at the cases and the experiential105

aspects of playfulness and playability through the lens of both smart city literature106

and relevant theories and the practical experiences from the processes and the afterlife107

of the case studies. We reflect on the presented cases and the experiential aspects,108

asking: How can playful and playable lighting be made viable in a city, especially in109

the long term? In the final section of the chapter we conclude by presenting a design110
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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart Cities … 5

Fig. 3 Playful Lighting. Dynamic lighting in a park route, which has disco-like, playful behaviour
with rhythmically changing bright colours. Even though the lighting is not interactive, it can invite
people to dance in the streets. Urban Echoes project will be presented as a case study in Sect. 2

Fig. 4 Playable lighting. Participatory light art by John Collingswood engages people to interact
with people in another street. Lumo Light Festival 2018, Oulu

framework which collects the aspects, which we argue, should be acknowledged,111

considered and addressed in the design and decision-making processes of smart112

cities, neighbourhoods and urban places in order to create playful experiences of113

playable urban lighting in a viable way.114
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6 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

2 Experiences of Playful and Playable Lighting in the City115

2.1 Communication, Participation and Self-Expression116

The first case study we will present and discuss is the LightStories project [33, 36],117

conducted in winter 2011–2012. The pilot project was part of a four-year research118

project, where we collaborated with the city authorities and lighting companies. The119

main aim of the research project was to developmethods and design tools for adaptive120

lighting and to study the city inhabitants’ experiences of new lighting solutions in121

different kinds of urban environments. We got a suggestion from the representative122

of the city planning office that we could do something in a pedestrian-oriented street123

in the city centre, where new lighting with controllable RGB LED strips had been124

installed in 2009. Despite having a controller unit with many functionalities, the125

lights had only been on with blue or white light for some years. Only the decorative126

light elements—RGB LED light strips along the sides of the luminaire poles—were127

controllable and not the functional street lighting.128

Wewere confronted with a problem, which is currently fairly common, where the129

city had developed a controllable lighting system in an urban space and the authority130

to use it was more or less undefined: no one had neither a clear responsibility, the131

will nor the time resources to decide how the lighting was controlled and to perform132

the necessary actions for controlling it. What would be a meaningful appearance and133

functionality for the lighting, instead of the static blue light, which was there only134

because no one had bothered to change it? We came up with an idea of opening up135

the lights in the public street to city inhabitants’ own control, thus involving citizens136

to participate in designing the temporary appearance for the street at night-time.137

Additionally, we were interested in the communicative potential of lighting: how to138

invite people to express themselves and communicate with the light in a public space139

and how to support this communication with other media, with electrically published140

textual narratives? Light has a long history of being a medium of communication,141

stemming perhaps from the ancient systems of warning fires, which alerted urban142

inhabitants to approaching invaders from a distance. Today’s cityscape is equipped143

with lights which signal to us how to behave in traffic, warns us of danger by vehicles,144

and attract us to consume with their luminous messages.145

In order to meet our design targets in a playful way, the interaction concept of146

a web-based design tool, which allowed the users to compose their own lighting147

design—to play with colours, effects and rhythms—was created. In addition, the148

LightStories concept included sharing the stories as texts and real-time videos in the149

web site as well as publishing the texts in the public touch screens, UBI displays, in150

the city centre (Fig. 5). These screens accompanied by a free wi-fi, PanOulu, were151

part of Oulu’s smart ubiquitous infrastructure which helped Oulu to be selected into152

Top Seven Intelligent Community in the World 2012 [30].153

In February 2012, the LightStories project was in operation during a period of154

25 days. In the test period, 105 user-generated dynamic lighting designs were dis-155

played on the pedestrian-oriented street. The participants’ experiences and feedback156
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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart Cities … 7

Fig. 5 LightStories project. A LightStory as seen in a streetscape: a one-hour long animation of
the colourful lights composed by a participant. The accompanying textual narratives could be read
in public touch screens of the city centre or in the web-page

on the project were collected with an online questionnaire, which was part of the157

procedure of making a LightStory (a lighting scheme and a published text), and with158

a semi-structured interview, where volunteer participants were invited. Additionally,159

the system use data and the LightStories, which had been created, were collected160

and analysed. A thorough description of the evaluation and analysis of the results is161

detailed in [36]; in the following, then, we will discuss some of the key findings.162

According to the participants, LightStories was seen as a fun, interesting, exciting163

and easy way to involve the citizens with urban lighting and with the design of their164

own environment. Only a small amount of negative feedback was given; according to165

these, the participation throughLightStorieswas complicated, boring, or did notmeet166

the participant’s expectations. The participants motivations to participate included167

both the pure pleasure of playingwith light and colour and the pleasure of writing and168

publishing a story. Some were curious to find out how they could make a LightStory.169

Other motivations, which came up in the interviews, were the will to send a message170

to fellow citizens and to have an influence on their own environment and to enhance171

space visually.172

Communicating with light and colour was seen as very important and also reward-173

ing, and the tool enabled participants to create a wide variety of unique lighting174

designs. Many participants visualised parts of their textual narrative through the175

rhythm and colours of light. With the lighting, participants expressed e.g. feelings,176

political opinions, memories etc. Even though playing with light was seen as fun by177

many, the expressed feelings sometimes also had darker tones as they ranged from178

joy to bereavement. In this way, play as an action is not only for joy, but can be part179

of a grieving and healing process.180
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8 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Several participants used LightStories for greetings, which often marked special181

dates, or were just meant to bring joy to a close person or to the people of Oulu.182

Published texts also included shorter greetings and longer stories, which described,183

for example, amemorable situation in thewriter’s personal history (e.g. thememories184

of a summer holiday in Oulu in the 1950s, a story of two swans which the writer185

had taken care of throughout one winter), a topical theme (election day), or simply186

the writer’s current state of mind. The participants had varied attitudes towards the187

textual part of LightStories: some participants found it very inspiring, an important188

part of the process, and also useful as aiding the design; however, for some the play189

with light and colours was the primary part, and writing and publishing something190

was seen as unimportant, or as even an unpleasant necessity. Overall, the verbal and191

visual part complemented each other, attracting people with different strengths and192

abilities, and enabling users to express themselves accordingly.193

The LightStories project is an example of lighting which is both playful and194

playable. A passer-by can just enjoy the animations of light on the street, even195

without knowing the idea of the project. The knowledge, however, turns the passive196

role into active one, and a street walker or a citizen in general becomes involved197

with participatory light art as he or she starts wondering what the story behind the198

lighting is, and perhaps checks it from the website and even wants to participate in199

the playing and make his or hers own LightStory. Through the act of participation200

and social creativity, playable lighting can create a more meaningful relationship to201

an urban area. It can increase participant’s awareness of the area and improve their202

opinion of it, teaching people to think differently about their environment. In the203

LightStories case, the playable lighting resulted in a stronger identity for the street204

in their minds.205

The playful method for participation could be used to engage people in improving206

the quality of public urban environments by reporting of places, that need some fixing207

or improvement, and suggesting actions and solutions for developing the city. This208

strategy was envisioned in the Ituita-Congonhas Media Cascade project [42]. An209

example of a participatory demonstration applying playable lighting as projections210

was theClimate Wall, which was in operation during the climate conference, Beyond211

Kyoto, and provided citizens of Aarhus with the opportunity to participate in the212

ongoing climate debate. Passers-by could move projected words on the façade of213

Ridehuset, and create sentences relating to climate and carbon emission [9, 14].214

2.2 Sence of Place, Aesthetic Experience and Meanings215

The second case study project, Urban Echoes, was a temporary park lighting instal-216

lation, which was so well-liked that it finally remained functional for two winters217

(February 2013–May 2015) in the centrally situated park in Oulu, Finland. We had218

several research aims associated with the project. One starting point was that wewere219

developing a graphical tool for designing adaptive and playful behaviour of lighting,220

which would react to people’s presence and movements (VirtuAUL by Toni Öster-221
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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart Cities … 9

lund and Henrika Pihlajaniemi, published in [31, 32, 37]). The idea was to employ222

algorithms so that the emerging lighting behaviour would contain features which223

would be reminiscent of natural light phenomena and surprise and delight users’ of224

urban spaces, besides supporting functional lighting needs. Thus, we used the park225

path as a testing zone for different lighting behaviours; in the park, there was no risk226

of accident with vehicles moving with fast speed. Furthermore, we could compare227

different adaptive lighting behaviours starting from a very straight-forward logical228

behaviour to more playful uses of light. For the testing, our park lighting installation229

was designed as a flexible system programmed to produce both even distributions of230

light and more uneven distributions consisting of different-sized patches of light on231

the park pathway and also emphasis on surrounding birch trees. Besides white light,232

colours were possible due to the RGB LED luminaires.233

We were interested in studying how the different variations of lighting would234

change the character of the formerly little-used pathway, and the park users’ expe-235

riences of lighting and the urban environment. The park’s central location, coupled236

with a questionable reputation as a result of some past crime incidents [19], made it237

an interesting site for our tests. We had an opportunity to study, for example, ways to238

enhance the experiential quality and the feeling of safety in the park. Furthermore,239

we continued here studying the theme of communicative lighting. In this case, how-240

ever, we did not allow people to communicate themselves through light but used241

the installation to provide urban information in the form of colourful lighting. In242

the installantion’s default lighting mode, the effect colour of otherwise warm white243

lighting was indicating the temperature of the air with a colour scale (Fig. 6). Park244

users also had the possibility to be more active and interact with lighting in order245

to make it communicate other things. With their smartphones, people could make246

inquiries about current events in the city (Events mobile service) and the real-time247

activity levels of several locations in the city centre (Activity mobile service); they248

received an answer visualized as light playing on surfaces of the park path and trees249

around. The users could also read the same information in graphical and textual form250

on their mobile devices and continue to read more detailed information of the events.251

The third section of the mobile service—Lighting—provided a real-time visualisa-252

tion of the lights and how much energy they consumed. Park users could access the253

Urban Echoes mobile service on the spot through scanning the QR codes on site.254

In the evaluation of park users’ experiences, we employed a mixture of qualitative255

methods, which we call experience gauging walking interviews, to enable broader256

knowledge and interpretation of people’s experiences. These were preceded by a257

preliminary interview. Our participants (15 in walking interviews) consisted of two258

age groups: young adults (20–29 years) and seniors (over the age of 65). We wanted259

to compare two clearly different groups, with different abilities to see and move and260

readiness to use digital technologies. The experience gauging walking interviews261

were participant observations combined with a semi-structured walking interview262

carried out on site with researcher-designed lighting scenarios (Fig. 7). We ran 14263

different movement-adaptive or dynamic lighting scenarios and two mobile service264

based communicative lighting schemes while walking the path back and forth and265

discussing several themes related to lighting with our participants. The evaluation266
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10 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Fig. 6 Urban Echoes. The park path with the default lighting indicating the outdoor air temperature
with colour coding

Fig. 7 Some of the tested scenarios during experience gauging walking interviews

methods, the lighting scenarios and the results are described in detail in [23, 24,267

33]; in the following we will discuss the results from the perspective of playful and268

playable lighting.269

The interviewees had generally positive attitudes towards the use of adaptive light-270

ing in park environments, and they saw it as beneficial in many ways. For example,271

the energy-saving aspect due to the absence of light or lower light levels when the272

park was unoccupied was seen as a positive value. This value was present in all273

the movement-adaptive scenarios, but by introducing the scenarios of more playful274

forms of adaptation after the first two scenarios with a very basic type of lighting,275

the participants found other new values in the lighting, as well. Interviewees valued276

many of the playful scenarios for their aesthetic character and the atmosphere they277

created to the urban nightscape. This was seen especially important in Finland’s278

climate with its long and dark winter. For them, it was seen to provide a comfort-279
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Playful and Playable Lighting in Smart Cities … 11

able feeling and add well-being. Only one out of the 15 interviewees did not see280

this as being relevant and found the playful and aesthetic behaviour unnecessary in281

the park, but preferred the basic, strictly functional type of lighting. Generally, the282

only doubts presented by participants towards this type of new lighting technology283

were about the reliable operation and endurance of intelligent lighting systems and284

whether possible maintenance problems would cause costs to citizens.285

The basic purpose of pathway lighting in parks is to enable park users to move286

safely and comfortably in them.Movement-adaptive behaviour was generally seen as287

a pleasant andgoodwayof illuminating.Manyparticipantsmentioned the importance288

of anticipative behaviour, i.e. light being always brightened ahead a walker, and not289

only where a walker is going. Also the perceptible, dynamic changes of light and the290

use of colours—as long as this type of playful behaviour was not too rapid—were291

seen as positive features. However, certain colours (yellow and yellowish green)292

in a scenario of only coloured light lessened the visual perception of the path for293

some interviewees. In addition, some doubts were expressed concerning whether the294

lighting would react in a right pace for cyclists, who would be moving with a faster295

speed than walkers.296

Movement-adaptive lighting was seen by several participants to enhance the sense297

of security in the park, and it was associated, for example, with the feeling of light298

preceding one. Additionally, the fact that movement-responsive light could reveal299

the presence of possible aggressors, had a positive effect to the sense of security.300

Interestingly, one participant described how she realised during our walks in different301

types of lighting that itwas not the amount of lightwhichmattered, but the atmosphere302

and sense of a specific place which was created by playful lighting and the use of303

coloured light, had a positive influence on the feeling of security. Sense of security304

was, according to some interviewees, context-related. The quality and familiarity305

of the environment, the surrounding light levels, activities, and social context, in306

general, were seen to influence sense of security.307

In the participants’ answers, playful features of lighting induced aesthetic expe-308

riences: the lively, dynamic patterns of light, reactions to one’s own movements,309

the constellations of small luminaires above the path reminiscent of a starry sky,310

the illuminated trees, and especially the use of coloured light in the scenarios. The311

playful lighting scenarios created many associations in the participants minds. Many312

associations were related to nature, for example, to aurora borealis. Other associ-313

ations or meanings that emerged were, for instance, rag rug, disco and game-like314

feelings of moving in a constantly metamorphosing labyrinth. The atmospheres cre-315

ated by adaptive and playful lighting made the park a more meaningful place to the316

interviewees, and they could give it an own new identity, as was the case also with317

LightStories.318

All the interviewees found the idea of connecting information to park lighting319

interesting and saw positive values in it. The idea of lights communicating the pre-320

vailing weather or forecasting it was favoured by many. The legibility of the visual-321

ized information providedwas an important issue, concerning theEvents andActivity322

services. Supporting information for decoding the message should be on site. Partic-323

ipants presented further ideas for communicating with adaptive lighting, which were324
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12 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

more participatory, for example, communicating ethical and ecological values—a325

personal demonstration. Also changing the colours of the park to express personal326

feelings and to create atmospheres was seen as interesting.327

Urban Echoeswas not clearly playable lighting, as the interaction possibilities and328

chances to really play with the light were limited. The interaction with movement-329

adaptive lighting of the park could be described as implicit interaction, as the system330

was responding by adapting the lighting behaviour to users’ needs based on their331

location, without any explicit effort or command [41]. The participants experienced332

this implicit interaction generally in a positiveway; however, some intervieweeswere333

alsowishing formore explicit interactionwith light through gestures andmovements,334

which would have allowed them to consciously play with lights. Furthermore, many335

appreciated the mobile-device-based explicit interaction through the Urban Echoes336

services; nevertheless, also wider interaction possibilities would have been appreci-337

ated. Especially the young interviewees envisioned creating designs with park lights338

and playing and composing with colours in the role of a light-DJ.339

The installation with playful lighting scenarios changed the character of the Otto340

Karhi park in terms of park-use. We spent altogether more than fifteen hours walking341

in the park with the interviewees, which gave us good insight into the changed social342

context. As indicated in the observations, the park had become a more active place343

where many spontaneous actions happened, in spite of the harsh winter conditions.344

The amount of people using the route increased clearly and people were, besides345

walking andwatching the lights play, taking photographs, sitting on the bench, having346

a picnic, playing with lights, dancing, and staging cosplay (short for costume play).347

Once in the park, an old lady came to ask who had designed the lights and thanked for348

howmuch they delighted her. She told that she walks along the park every day, as she349

lives near and that she hadwiped off the snow from the tree light boxes every time she350

walks through, so that the lights will not be snowed under. This gesture showed that351

adaptive and playful lighting can arouse feelings of belonging and positive communal352

identity, which increases concern over common public environment.353

2.3 Play and Exercise354

Finally,we introduce the themewhich is perhaps themost obvious formof experience355

concerning playable lighting: the play. How to induce actions of play in urban space356

with the help of light? We discuss here some projects from this perspective.357

Finland is a country where urban lighting is on and needed mostly when it is cold358

outside. Especially in northern Finland, where Oulu is located, a warm and dark359

evening or even night is a rarity. On the other hand, we have long, dark winters with360

snow coverage, which makes an excellent background for projections of coloured361

lighting. In the middle of long darkness and coldness, people need playful activities362

which attract them to spend time outside and physical activities, which make them363

move and keep them warm. The SnowLight project grew from this background.364
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Fig. 8 SnowLight. Bodily interactions with light

Besides enjoying winter sports, snow is a material to build from. During winter365

months 2013, the Lumimaailma (Snow world) installation—a construction made of366

snow and ice, was situated on amarked place by the seashore ofOulu. The installation367

is meant for people—especially children—for climbing and sliding in the snow, and368

for enjoying the soundscape composed for the event. We created there an interactive369

and participatory light project, to attract people to use the snow installation during the370

dark time, as well. Thus, the lighting was physically playable with bodily activities,371

but had also other participation possibilities, which added other layers of playful use372

in the installation (Fig. 8).373

The RGB LED lights of the installation were controllable by visitors through the374

public touch screen situated on the market place, which allowed the users to choose375

colours for the lights. In addition, the lighting interacted as animation patterns with376

people climbing up the wall and sliding down the snow hills. The soundscape also377

influenced lights in one part of the installation, creating rhythmical alterations of light378

based on the music. Visitors were encouraged to take photos of the installation and379

of the interacting people, and to send them to be projected onto the adjacent theatre380

wall, as well as to be published on the public touch screens. These projections added381

an extra level to the interactive play of light, as the observers were attracted to join382

the game and to communicate with light in pictorial format. One aim of the project383

was to increase the citizens’ use of public touch screens, the smart city infrastructure384

of that time. We assumed, that the process of seeing real-time interactions with385

light according to one’s own design in public space, would be rewarding enough386

experience to attract users to the system [38].387

The installation was used by children and their parents also during the dark time,388

so the lighting made a day-time playable urban space attractive in the evening, as389

well. The participatory system was also used, and the colours of lights were changed390

every nowand then.However, it is hard to say, howmuch did the interactive behaviour391
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14 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Fig. 9 SnowLight. Climbing wall. The theatre with the wall projections is in the background

Fig. 10 SnowLight. The colour scheme of the installation was regularly changed by the users of
the market square

of light while sliding down really add interest to the play and exercise or would the392

children have gained the same pleasure with static coloured lighting or with playful393

dynamism of light without any interaction. The photo projection part of the project394

could not be considered a success: besides the photos by a member of the research395

group no others were published (Figs. 9 and 10).396

Within the SenCity research project (2015–2017, www.sencity.fi), we got the397

chance to study the potential of intelligently controlled lighting and permanent smart398

city infrastructure for creating active play in an urban environment. The project was399

based on the idea that, in cities, lighting poles always situate in the locations where400

people move and act, and thus they offer a network of optimally situated electricity401
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supply as well as communication near people. These networks could be employed402

for installing different kinds of sensors which gain and analyse data in real-time403

for smart city services. In this way, the intelligent lighting infrastructure could form404

a service platform—an Internet of Things backbone—in an intelligent city. In the405

SenCity project, intelligent lighting solutions and user-centric digital services were406

piloted in different kind of urban environments. Collaboration was done between407

research partners, companies and six cities of various scales around Finland [35].408

Lahti, a city in southern Finland with 120,000 inhabitants, was a partner city in409

the research project. Lahti’s pilot area was a promenade along the harbour of the lake410

and it was developed into an active recreational environment for citizens. The area411

had an interesting history with an important inland harbour, rail traffic, and industry.412

The old lighting for the route was inefficient and light levels low. Part of the 1.5 km413

long route located in the middle of the industrial backyard-type area and the lighting414

conditions made those parts of the route feel uncomfortable and even frightening415

for users at night. The route was used regularly as a thoroughfare and a recreational416

route.417

As part of the development of the area, the old lighting of the route is being grad-418

ually replaced with new one, at the same time updating the infrastructure with new419

features: the lighting will be a combination of LED route lighting with intelligent420

control and PIR sensors for presence detection, and effect lighting of coloured light421

projections on ground using RGBW LED spotlights and DMX control. In addition,422

base stations for a free WiFi connection, web-cameras, loudspeakers and assembly423

spaces for extra sensors will be integrated in the smart wooden lighting poles devel-424

oped by the project partners. During the project, we involved city representatives,425

business partners, and users of the area in a user-centric design and development pro-426

cess, aiming to gain insight from the local people about the present state of the design427

area and their ideas for its development. The details of the participation process and428

the resulting designs can be read in [34], nevertheless, here we want to present a429

design concept for LightGame, which was developed for the Harbour Promenade430

(Fig. 11), applying the smart infrastructure.431

In the participation process, a wish to use the lighting in activating children and432

other visitors in the physical sense came up. The resulting light game application433

concept developed by the research group was designed to allow gamers to chase434

dynamically living light dots on the ground and to earn points and rewards basing435

the interaction with light technologically to GPS location analysis of the mobile436

devices in the pocket. The principle combined the game activities in the physical437

real-world settings to augmented reality functions in a mobile phone. The principle438

has similarities with Pokémon Go game application, which makes players to walk439

even long distances engaged in the chase of virtual creatures, Pokémons. However,440

with the LightGame, the players’ actions do not only influence the virtual world441

by earning points and seeing rewards as augmentations on the mobile phone, but442

also change the elements in the real world, namely the visible lighting effects. The443

LightGame project is not yet realised as there has been delays in refurbishing the444

promenade and constructing the new smart infrastructure.445
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16 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Fig. 11 Vision for LightGame in Harbour Promenade, Lahti

Figure 12 summarises experiential aspects of playful and playable lighting that446

we have identified through the analysis of the four case study projects. In the case447

of playful lighting, city dwellers’ role can be described as a spectator, whereas with448

playable lighting, the role can be considered a participant. However, this division is449

not abrupt but sliding and both roles can coexist. In the figure, also the listed aspects450

of experience—place, expression, meaning and play—have their subtle variation in451

relation to playable and playful lighting. These different manifestations of the same452

experiential feature can exist also in parallel. Play is listed here as one feature of expe-453

rience in order to emphasise our finding that the experience of playful and playable454

lighting is multifaceted and not only covers purposeful play or game activities, but455

playful behaviour or experience can be found in many situations.456

TheLightStories project as an example of playable lighting demonstrated howpar-457

ticipation created strong ownership to the streetscape for the people who themselves458

made their own unique lighting to the street, taking over the smart city infrastruc-459

ture for their own purposes. Their participation involved self-expression and creating460

meanings, as they actively played with the design tool composing dynamic expres-461

sions of the street lights and published their narratives. However, the LightStories462

project can be viewed also from the perspective of playful lighting and from the463

spectator’s role. The streetwalkers could enjoy the playful behaviour of light without464

participating in or being aware of the project and it was creating a sense of place for465

them. If they, on the other hand, were familiar with the project, they could check the466

stories on-line and receive meanings that the participants had created.467

In Urban Echoes project, which can be considered playful lighting, park users468

could enjoy aesthetic expressions of light and receive meanings, such as learn about469

weather of the day. In the interviews, lighting in the parkwas considered as something470
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Fig. 12 Experiential aspects of playful and playable lighting

to come to see for its own sake and to bring friends to enjoy. This spectatorship role471

was observed in the park many times, as single people, couples and families were472

witnessed having evening walks there and taking photographs. This brings up the473

notions of “noctambulisme” [2]—walking around in the city at night for its own474

sake—and “nocturnal tourism” [28], which are not new but emerged already with475

the spreading of electric light and illuminated billboards into urban landscapes.476

Even though Urban Echoes project was not designed as playable lighting in the477

same sense than LightStories and Snowlight, where users could participate in play-478

ing with lights with a design tool or user interface, or like LightGame in Harbour479

Promenade, where users were envisioned to actively play and interact with moving480

lights in the urban space, its playful lighting succeeded in changing the behavior of481

park-users, and inspired them to play with lighting by dancing, for example. The482

playful lighting changed their behavior to a more spontaneous and playful direction483

and had an influence on the sense of place in the park, as explained above.484

3 Critical Design Issues in the Smart City: Viable Playful485

and Playable Lighting486

We have now shown through many examples how playful and playable lighting is487

related to many positive experiences in urban environments and how it can enrich488

the urban life, increase well-being and make citizens engage with their environment.489

In this section, we continue the reflection of the case studies and discuss also with490

a wider perspective the big question: How to make playful and playable lighting491

viable?492
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18 H. Pihlajaniemi and A. Luusua

Socio-cultural viability: One of the most important and problematic issues when493

it comes to designing and implementing playful and playable urban lighting, is the494

issue of cultural fit of the content and mode of interaction that is produced. This is495

due to the fact that—through control technologies—urban lighting is actually ren-496

dered into a medium, i.e. it is able to encode and express cultural content. This begs497

the design question of what kind of content should be displayed? And how can this498

content remain relevant in a long-standing installation? As playable lighting needs499

participants in order to be successful or even exist, a truly viable, long-term installa-500

tion of playable technology in the city has to solve the issue of cultural relevance; or501

alternatively, as in the case of lighting festivals and events, make novelty and imper-502

manence an essential, intentional part of the installation. Novelty has always been a503

factor in our case studies as well. LightStories showed us clearly that media visibil-504

ity had a crucial influence on participation activity. A permanent installation would505

not have had the benefit of media interest. Long-standing installations of playable506

lighting are a remaining design challenge from the point of view of cultural viabil-507

ity. However, based on our work on urban technologies, we argue that a key design508

strategy to address this issue is to study and consider the cultural continua that are509

already present in and close to urban spaces, especially those that relate to urban510

playfulness. For example, a temporary installation that supports dancing in the street511

is clearly possible also in the cold, snowy conditions of northern Finland, as we saw512

with Urban Echoes. However, it would form an even more plausible concept for a513

long-term installation in the urban squares of China, where especially elderly peo-514

ple often gather to socialise and exercise through synchronised group dancing (e.g.,515

[7]). Similarly, there are many practices in the West that are similarly existing cul-516

tural practices with long-standing, year-round traditions. SnowLight inspired adults517

and children to play together in a way that made cultural sense in wintry Finland;518

snow castles and sledding are activities that never go out of style. This might well519

be extended to year-round play in urban playgrounds, skate parks, picnics places,520

etc. Similarly, by moving our attention to animals, we might be able to support the521

play of dogs and their owners, a growing pastime in Western countries. The design522

strategy, then, is to recognise these continua of (playful) practice both on national as523

well as the local level and to design for them.524

However, these issues are also temporally affected. If the interactive content is525

permanent, who is responsible for maintaining it? If the content is temporary, whose526

task is regularly producing the new content or organizing and ordering the process527

of developing new playful and playable concepts using the infrastructure? In many528

city organizations, these responsibilities are not clearly defined, or resources are not529

associated for this work, which leads to underused infrastructures. Returning to our530

first case study, the seemingly successful LightStories, the current state at the street531

is rather illustrative in this respect. After the pilot project ended, the lights were532

set to a white colour for half a year. Then for a light festival in November 2013, a533

collection of LightStories that people had made was set there as a repeating program,534

which made the street look playful and colourful again. These colourful animations535

remain there still, as nobody in the city organization has had the knowledge nor536

time to do there anything. Passers-by do not remember why the lighting is animated537
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like that. Gradually the RGB LEDs, which were purchased at 2009 representing the538

newest technology of that time, have started to die making the image of the nocturnal539

streetscapemessy and ill maintained. In this way, the technology and playful content,540

which first upgraded the urban space and its image among city dwellers, is now due541

to bad maintenance degrading the image of the area.542

Economic viability: This aspect of technical and content-related maintenance is543

related to another crucial aspect for playable lighting, i.e. the economic viability of544

these installations - how can projects be funded in a sustainable way? Again, most545

of the well-known published projects that present intriguing examples of playable546

lighting are temporary, usually associated with an event lasting from couple of days547

to a month; most notably, these take place in light festivals. Cities worldwide are548

willing to invest public money in light festivals (Fête des Lumières in Lyon, Lights549

inAllingsås, LuxHelsinki,GlowFestival inEindhoven,Vivid in Sydney, Luminale in550

Frankfurt, Valon kaupunki in Jyväskylä, etc.), which repeat year after year, and seem551

to grow steadily and succeed in attracting many visitors, some local but many even552

international. The samephenomenon is happening in our own city,Oulu,whereLumo553

Light Festival (www.ouka.fi/lumo) will have its seventh anniversary in November554

2019. Last year, the festival reached 150,000 visitors in its various events [20].555

Besides through public and third sector funding, festivals are also often sponsored556

by the marketing budget of private companies, which gain visibility through the557

event. The playful and playable lighting installations, which provide entertainment558

and pleasure for citizens, are realised by artist groups who offer their services as559

readymade packets for cities to purchase, thus not demanding a great deal of human560

resources or expertise from the city. In the short term, then, the issue of economic561

viability seems to have been solved. Once again, the issue, however, becomes more562

complex and the challenges larger when we think of playful and playable lighting as563

a permanent part of a city. Many, if not most, cities and communities want to be and564

be seen as smart cities (e.g. [16]). Lighting, then, can be seen as a part of the smart565

infrastructure of a city, where lighting poles and data networks become a backbone of566

the IoT (Internet of Things) infrastructure, where data is collected, analysed and used567

for different kinds of services. This, of course, offers many possibilities for playful568

and playable lighting solutions, as was shown in the Harbour promenade case. The569

question, however, emerges: who should own this infrastructure? How should its570

purchase be funded? How should it be maintained? Certainly, over the last decades,571

some very effective business models have sprung up around digital technologies572

in general. Simply put, the common model in digital services, introduced after the573

Dot Com bubble in the 1990s, is essentially an exchange where companies provide574

services, and users generate and provide a constant stream of personal use data for575

marketing purposes (customer behaviour analysis and prediction). Before this model576

was invented at Google (and subsequently introduced to Facebook and others) the577

company nearly toppled, despite its global reach and status as an industry-leader.578

Zuboff has argued that this novel business model has even created a novel form of579

capitalism, surveillance capitalism [48]. Can—and should—public infrastructure,580

such as playful and playable urban lighting, follow these business models where581

users’ sometimes intensely personal data is exchanged for services? This is a question582
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that emerges as urban infrastructures begin to informate [47], i.e. have the capacity to583

not only deliver information through it, but to also provide information about its use,584

i.e. to conduct a form of surveillance. This ability to conduct data-led surveillance has585

been a concern since Clarke [8] coined the term ‘dataveillance’ nearly two decades586

ago. Thus, to argue for smart city technologies is to argue for an environment where587

everything is able to informate and conduct dataveillance, urban lighting included.588

This is an important question in smart city research, and, thus, for the research of589

playable lighting as well. It is no wonder, then, that critical smart city scholarship590

has recently focused heavily on the economical basis of smart urban technologies591

(e.g. [6, 16, 27]). However, it should be noted that this ability is not inherently a part592

of only market economy; a notable example is China, where dataveillance in public593

urban places is being heavily pushed by the government [39]. What is important to594

realise, then, that the necessity to fund playful and playable urban lighting may lead595

to unintended Trojan horse scenarios, where dataveillance is discreetly incorporated596

into public places.597

Ethical viability: The financial and ethical viability aspects of information (i.e.598

informating) technologies, then, are very closely intertwined through the issue of599

privacy. One of the main concerns here is that playfulness and playability, attractive600

qualities across various demographics, might be used to cover up privacy-breaching601

or otherwise undemocratic practices, intentionally or—as the case may be—unin-602

tentionally in the pursuit of offering otherwise viable installations. Other important603

aspects relating to ethical viability often have to do with inclusivity (e.g. [4]), which604

may or may not happen at several levels: on societal as well as the everyday level.605

In our case studies, the aspects of playfulness and playability were crucial in moti-606

vating citizens to take an interest in urban lighting and urban places. Thus, we can607

see a clear potential for the democratic inclusion of everyday citizens in smart city608

place-making and co-creation through the aspects of playfulness and playability in609

urban lighting. However, designers should bear in mind that the participation that610

the playfulness supports should ideally have a genuine, beneficent [45] purpose; at611

the very least, it should not be used as a token gesture to avert attention away from612

important issues [6, 27], but rather, to highlight them.613

Yet this is only one aspect of inclusivity,which takesmany forms.As apublic good,614

urban lighting could theoretically be used in a low-threshold manner. Similarly, it615

should be located equally in problematic and unproblematic urban spaces. Certainly,616

in the Urban Echoes case our participants’ views of the park, which, as we had priorly617

mentioned, had an extremely bad reputation as a site of rape incidents [19], improved618

significantly. This indicates that playful lighting might be a tool that could be utilised619

to improve places with negative identities.620

A further issue to consider is the suitability of the installations to many kinds621

of potential users, including those who are not able-bodied, or may otherwise feel622

excluded from public urban places. Safety, feeling of security and accessibility must623

be considered. While all our case studies touched on these issues, especially the624

senior participants in the Urban Echoes study brought these issues forward on many625

occasions. These were detailed in [24, 33].626
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Material viability: Upkeep of permanent and semi-permanent physical computing627

infrastructures in a city is a perennial problem, especially due to the vastly differing628

time scales that are present in urban planning [25]. Issues that have to do with the629

material viability of playful and playable urban lighting encompass the activities630

and objects that occupy the same urban spaces as the technologies, and the very631

real and prosaic issues of material upkeep and climate-resistance (we have explored632

this from the point of view of other urban technologies in [44]). These are issues633

of fundamental importance. In our case studies, this was always present, sometimes634

even humourously: one of our Urban Echoes participants reported that whilst passing635

through the park previously, she had stopped to clean some accumulated snow off our636

luminaires that were on the ground. This was kind and touching, but obviously not all637

individuals do share her community-minded approach. Playful and playable urban638

lighting should be designed with upkeep in mind, taking into account the natural and639

human elements, even vandalism.640

Technological viability: Software updating and maintaining technological func-641

tionality in general, is a challenge for long-term installations of playful and playable642

lighting. As with other smart city technologies, the time-scales of city-making and643

software-making are vastly different (we have explored this in conjunctionwith urban644

displays in [25]). The planning and design processes for public urban places may645

take years. However, in the world of digital technologies, new software updates, new646

versions of hardware and even entirely novel devices and systems are released in647

close step with quarterly business cycles. This puts pressure on any socio-technical648

systems that utilise digital technologies. This issue can only be addressed through the649

adequate allocation on resources, leading us, once again, to the aspect of economic650

viability in the design of these systems.651

Ecological viability: It has been pointed out by many design scholars that the652

interdisciplinary field of design is inherently anthropocentric, and that this is also a653

major underlying factor in the design of smart cities. In the age of climate change and654

the destruction of species, many scholars in the smart city research community have655

discussed modes of design that would either take into consideration other life-forms,656

or even de-centre humans as the focus of design [10, 12, 26]. Indeed, the effect of657

lighting on humans and other life-forms is profound (cf. Ergonomic viability), and658

thus, any truly ecologically viable formof playful and playable lightingmust consider659

and support the well-being of the non-humans and the world in which it is placed,660

whether its site is an urban park, a suburban street, or ski resort in the “wilderness”.661

Foth and Caldwell [13] have reminded of three critical aspects in this respect in662

the context of media architecture, which are applicable here: light pollution, energy663

consumption and e-waste. International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) defines light664

pollution as inappropriate or excessive use of light,which includes “Glare—excessive665

brightness that causes visual discomfort, Skyglow—brightening of the night sky over666

inhabited areas, Light trespass—light fallingwhere it is not intended or needed, [and]667

Clutter—bright, confusing and excessive groupings of light sources” [17]. In addition668

to the fact that more than 80% of the world population lives under light-polluted skies669

[11], light pollution has several negative impacts to wildlife and the ecosystem [13].670
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Another ecologically crucial design issue is energy consumption. Even though671

the change into LED lighting aims to reduce energy consumption, a rebound effect672

has been discovered: in a study period from 2012 to 2016, Earth’s artificially lit673

outdoor area grew by 2.2% per year, and the total radiance grew by 1.8% per year674

[21]. An ecologically viable design for playful and playable lighting must consider675

methods to decrease both energy consumption and light pollution in the form of676

skyglow. Again, this design issue relates to time: with the intelligent lighting control677

technologies it is possible to conceive lighting schemes, which operate only when678

needed. For example, it is unnecessary to have lights playing along a park route,679

when no one can see them. In Urban Echoes project, the playfully living light dots680

appeared on the park route surface as someone was entering the park. If no one681

was present as monitored by PIR sensors, there was only an evenly distributed route682

lighting with a low illuminance level not to make the path look dark and uninviting.683

Even though the intelligent technology often solves problems, it may easily lead to684

another ones. The smart solutions are composed of, besides LEDs, of many other685

digital devices, cables, sensors and electronic components. The abundant use of686

digital technology is gradually leading to rare earth materials depletion and after687

the material or technological aging of the devices and components, to the unethical688

dumping of this e-waste to developing countries [13].689

Ergonomic viability: Closely relating to the above discussion of the negative influ-690

ences of light pollution on flora and fauna, we want to continue with still one critical691

design perspective—ergonomics. Even though ergonomics is often linked to work-692

ing environments [5], it can be expanded to cover all the situations where people are693

interactingwithmachines or artefacts in general [40], in this case, with playable light-694

ing technologies. As a scientific discipline and design field, ergonomics (or human695

factors) aims to optimise human well-being and make systems and environments696

compatible with the needs of people [18]. The International Ergonomics Association697

(IEA) raises up two domains within ergonomics, which are of special interest while698

designing playable lighting: physical ergonomics and cognitive ergonomics.699

Zielinska-Dabkowska [46] has discussedmany critical aspects ofMediaArchitec-700

ture using light in the context of public spaces, which can be applied here in relation to701

playable lighting. Light has influences, both negative and positive, on human health702

and well-being. Physiologically ergonomic design prevents, for example, negative703

effects to safety by glary light sources or visually distracting content in screens. A704

connection between increase in traffic accidents and the presence of electronic sig-705

nage and advertisements has been indicated in [15, 43]. The glare is not only an issue706

of safety, but it can cause visual discomfort for users of the city [3]. Besides glaring707

light sources, ill-designed dynamism can cause disturbance or even health problems,708

such as an epileptic seizure. This was an aspect which we took into consideration709

while testing to find the suitable parameters for light dynamism so that the users710

could not create stroboscopic effects or other unpleasantly fast changes of lighting711

while using our LightStories design tool. Furthermore, in the Urban Echoes project,712

we tested several playful lighting scenarios with our participants. Even though one713

of the scenarios literally made passers-by to dance thus inducting playful behaviour,714

it was clearly pronounced in the interviews (by smiling or laughing participants) that715
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this kind of hectic dynamisms of bright and highly-saturated, coloured lights—“disco716

lighting”—could not be considered as a permanent solution, but only for an event or717

NewYear’s celebration etc. This again raises up the question of temporality: whether718

we design playful or playable lighting solutions for permanence or for temporary,719

short occasions? It can be seen that the design criteria are slightly different in those720

cases. In lighting design field, a concept pair sparkle and glare is used to illustrate721

that even the same absolute brightness of light can cause either positive experience or722

negative experience, respectively, depending on the context. A bright object, which723

is beautiful and found meaningful and relevant to the context or situation can be724

considered attractive and enjoyable and is referred to sparkle [22]. In the same way,725

tolerance to glare and light disturbance is higher when it is a couple of days’ light726

festival in question than with permanent installations. Obviously, in Urban Echoes727

case, we did not choose the disco-light to stay in the park for two winters, but chose728

deliberately a scenario which offered, besides the pleasure of playful dynamisms of729

light, visual comfort for the park-goers. Nevertheless, maintaining visual comfort730

in urban space and prevention of light disturbance to neighbouring apartments are731

important design issues with temporary installations, as well.732

Finally, playful and playable lighting should not create excessive cognitive load733

for urban dwellers of different ages but to create interest, excitement, humour and734

enjoyment into urban space in a balanced way. It can be refreshing to be involved in735

playing with light or engaged in solving a riddle of lighting behaviour or a humoristic736

message in a screen, however, if these repeat every day and in many locations around737

city, will it turn to a strain? How long does the same joke, even good and clever, make738

one laugh? As the prices of screens and other media technology products are going739

down,we arewitnessing their spreading into every street corner and side of a square in740

marketing purposes. Thus, while designing playful and playable lighting applications741

in already technologically crowded smart cities, it is necessary to consider the impact742

of each new lighting system and application to the overall image and the legibility743

of the city [46]. For viable designs, it is crucial to choose the right context for the744

playful and playable lighting projects and to integrate their design from the initial745

design steps into the wider design processes of urban space and architecture.746

Figure 13 summarizes the design aspects that we have discussed in this section.747

As we noted above, many of the aspects are temporally affected. Even though the748

aspects are relevant in both temporary (one time or reoccurring) and permanent749

installations of playable and playful lighting, the design strategies addressing these750

issues may differ. In the figure, seven design aspects that were scrutinized above, are751

stretching between the time axis poles temporary andpermanent. The features of each752

aspect, which should be considered in creating design, realisation and maintenance753

strategies, are gathered along the axis.754
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Fig. 13 Design aspects for viable playful and playable lighting

4 Conclusion: Design Framework755

We first presented, in Fig. 12, the axis between playable and playful lighting, which756

highlighted the role of the audience of lighting installations, from spectatorship to757

participation. These were explored in relation to the empirical findings relating to our758

participants’ experiences, resulting in four bands of experience: place, expression,759

meaning and play. Within all these experiential aspects, variation could be found760

depending on whether the installation was playable and engaged urban inhabitants761

in participation, orwhether it was characterised as playful and invited people to attend762

in a role of a spectator. The playable projects managed to invite participants to play763

with lighting—a part of city infrastructure which traditionally is authorised only for764

the use and control of city authorities. Theywere engaged in self-expressing, creating765

meanings and gained ownership of public, urban place. With the playful projects,766

spectators received meanings, enjoyed aesthetic expressions and could be inspired767

to play by light, which all affected to their sense of place.768

Second, we presented a thematisation of the critical scholarship relating to digital769

technologies as a part of contemporary and future life in cities. Our thematisation770

of the scholarship resulted in seven aspects that designers and policy-makers should771
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Fig. 14 Design framework of viable playful and playable lighting

safeguard while implementing playful and playable lighting into urban places and772

spaces. These design aspects resonated with our own reflections of the case study773

design and realisation processes in several ways. In order to design playful and774

playable urban lighting that would viably support the wellbeing of urban inhabitants775

in the long term, we suggest the seven aspects presented in Fig. 13 as a check-list776

against which projects should be judged. The solutions or critical design issues listed777

under the check-list concern projects with different time-scales, both temporary and778

permanent.779

In this final part of the chapter, we present and discuss a combination of these two780

earlier diagrams in Fig. 14 to arrive at a holistic model of designing viable playful781

and playable urban lighting.782

The horizontal axis of the diagram represents the time scale of a lighting installa-783

tion: whether it is temporary or permanent. As these kinds of technologies and smart784
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city solutions are novel, it is still an open question what time scale should be con-785

sidered as permanent in this context. We could define here a permanent installation786

of playable lighting to exist either on a basis of “for the foreseeable future” or for787

more than 5 years. More important than exact definitions, however, is the fact that788

at this end of the scale, novelty will no longer be a viable design option. In general,789

we argue, in order to design permanent playful and playable lighting, the design790

challenges are altered. The case studies and refence projects we have detailed in this791

chapter have all been more or less temporary. As an exception, the LightGame for792

Harbour Promenade was designed to be part of permanent smart city infrastructure,793

nevertheless, its realisation is still in the process. Thus, this is the empirical context794

where the design implications have also emerged. However, within this chapter, we795

have extended this through a review and thematisation of critical scholarship on digi-796

tal technologies in cities. Combined with a reflection of our empirical experience, we797

argue for the careful consideration of seven important aspects that must be designed798

for in order to render lighting installations, including playful and playable lighting,799

viable in the long term. It must be noted that both temporary and permanent instal-800

lations can be viable or successful in their own way, but they would require differing801

strategies regarding their design, implementation and upkeep. If these are not taken802

into consideration, there is a risk of arriving at the situation which we identified at803

the beginning of the LightStories project: the city had purchased the technology, but804

no one knew how—or by whom—it should be operated.805

At the temporary end of the horizontal scale, we have also, within this chapter,806

identified two types of temporary installations: one-time (which may be longer or807

shorter standing) and reoccurring (as in the case of light festivals). These also present808

differing design challenges: as light festivals become an annual, expected event, they809

may experience some of the challenges that permanent installations face.810

On the vertical axis of playful and playable are presented the positive experiences,811

which we recognised in the analysis of the participant feedback and the observations812

of the case study projects on site. These we want to emphasize as design targets813

for playful and playable lighting, amongst the other positive forms of experience814

which may emerge in different kind of contexts. We want to stress that even though815

one defining feature of play by Bateson and Martin [1] was “lack of practical goal816

or benefit”, the experiences relating to playable and playful lighting, and to the817

playful actions the installations induce, are beneficial in many ways and may serve818

many practical design goals relating to smart cities. These include, for example,819

the strengthened sense and ownership of place, feeling of belonging, communal820

identity and increased sense of security. Furthermore, playful physical activities such821

as playing a LightGame or having walks in the nocturnal city, which has become822

more inviting, have positive health effects and increase well-being. We have also823

highlighted in the figure the two roles which urban dwellers can have in relation to824

playful and playable lighting—the spectatorship and participant. Both viewpoints825

are essential to consider in design processes.826

Finally, as can be remarked from the seven design aspects which we have scru-827

tinised in the chapter, design, realisation and maintenance of playful and playable828

lighting demand multidisciplinary expertise. No one field can master these chal-829
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lenges, many of which are becoming more and more crucial in the age of climate830

change and artificial intelligence.We argue that a holistic understanding of the design831

task and successful realisation of projects can be gained only through co-operation832

of different fields and of different stakeholders of smart city development: designers,833

researchers, local people, city authorities, police-makers and private and third sector.834

The presented design framework can serve as a road-map in this collaboration.835
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